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1. NON TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

1.0 Introduction 

This remedial Environmental Impact Statement (rEIS) has been prepared to accompany an application 

to An Bord Pleanala for Substitute Consent in respect of a quarry located at Gortlettragh, Stranorlar, 

Co Donegal. The application for Substitute Consent has been prepared on behalf of Patton Brothers 

Quarry Limited.  

 

The application for Substitute Consent is made in accordance with the requirements of Section 177E 

of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) while this rEIS has been prepared in 

accordance with the provisions of Section 177F of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as 

amended). 

 

1.1 Background to Application 

This section sets out a brief background to the legislative processes that have applied to the quarry 

under the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended). A more detailed planning history can be 

found in the Planning Report that accompanies the application for Substitute Consent. 

 

1.1.1 Section 261 Registration  

Section 261 of the Planning and Development Act 2000 came into effect on 28
th
 April 2004 and 

required that: - 

261.—(1) The owner or operator of a quarry to which this section applies shall, not later 

than one year from the coming into operation of this section, provide to the planning 

authority, in whose functional area the quarry is situated, information relating to the 

operation of the quarry at the commencement of this section, and on receipt of such 

information the planning authority shall, in accordance with section 7, enter it in the register. 

 

The Quarry Guidelines published in April 2004 by the DOEHLG to coincide with the commencement 

of S261 state that ‘Section 261 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 introduced a new system 

of once-off registration for all quarries. Only those for which planning permission was granted in the 

5 years before section 261 became operative are excluded
1
. 

 

Notwithstanding the fact that Patton Bros. Quarry Limited has secured a grant of permission from 

Donegal County Council in January 2000, which was less than 5 years before the coming into effect 

of S261 and were not required to register their quarry, they nevertheless sought to register the quarry 

prior to April 2005, the registration was accepted by Donegal County Council and it is recorded as 

quarry QY31 on Donegal County Council’s official register of quarries, which contains 186 quarries. 

                                                 
1 Section 1.2 - Quarries and Ancillary Activities - Guidelines for Planning Authorities - April 2004  - Department of the 

Environment, Heritage and Local Government 
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The total quarry area registered was stated to be 4.906ha while the area of extraction area was stated 

to be 1.315ha. 

 

1.1.2 Substitute Consent  

A decision of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in July 2008 (case C-215/06) heralded the removal 

of the facility in Irish Planning Legislation that permitted applicants to apply for retention permission 

for developments which require environmental impact assessment … except in exceptional 

circumstances
2
.  

 

In order to deal with cases of ‘exceptional circumstances’, a new Part XA was inserted into the 

Planning and Development Act 2000 by way of Section 57 of the Planning and Development 

(Amendment) Act, 2010. This new section covering Sections 177A-177Q makes provision for a 

‘Substitute Consent’ process for the regularisation of certain developments coming within the scope 

of the EIA Directives. 

 

Section 261A
3
 of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) came into effect on 15

th
 

November 2011. Section 261A required each Planning Authority to examine every quarry within its 

administrative area in order to determine, in relation to that quarry, whether having regard to the 

Environmental Impact Assessment Directive and the Habitats Directive, one or more than one of the 

following was required but was not carried out— 

(i) an environmental impact assessment; 

(ii) a determination as to whether an environmental impact assessment is required; 

(iii) an appropriate assessment. 

 

Where a planning authority determined that a quarry came within one of the three categories, the 

planning authority was then required to make a further decision in relation to the planning status of 

the quarry, including its registration status. Following from this decision, the planning authority either 

required the owner/operator to make an application for substitute consent or takes enforcement action 

requiring the owner/operator to cease unauthorised quarrying and take such steps as it considers 

appropriate.  

 

The determination of the planning authority that EIA, a determination in relation to EIA, or an 

appropriate assessment was/were required but was/were not carried out was reviewable by the Board 

as is the decision on the planning/registration status of a quarry. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 Section 261A of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 and related provisions - Guidelines for Planning Authorities. 
3 Section 261A was inserted by Section 75 of the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2010 
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1.1.3 Section 261A Determination and Decision – Donegal County Council (June 2012) 

Donegal County Council carried out its functions in accordance with the provisions of S261A and on 

9
th
 June 2012 wrote to Patton Bros. Quarry Limited to inform them of its determination and decision 

under S261A and to tell them that they could seek a review of the decision and determination from An 

Bord Pleanala. 

 

The determination of Donegal County Council was that: -  

(i) Development was carried out after 1
st
 February 1990 which was not authorised by a 

permission granted under Part IV of the Act of 1963, prior to 1
st
 February 1990, which 

development would have required, having regard to the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Directive, an environmental impact assessment or a determination as to whether an 

environmental impact assessment was required, and that such an assessment or 

determination was not carried out or made, 

and  

(ii) Development was carried out after 26
th
 February 1997, which was not authorised by a 

permission granted under Part IV of the Act of 1963, prior to 26
th
 February 1997, which 

development would have required, having regard to the Habitats Directive, an appropriate 

assessment, and that such an assessment was not carried out. 

 

Donegal County Council concluded that one of the following was required: - 

 either (a) an EIA or (b) a determination as to whether an EIA was required, and   

 An Appropriate Assessment was required  

and in both instances neither an assessment nor a determination had been carried out. 

 

The notification concluded that: - 

You are therefore directed to apply to An Bord Pleanala for substitute consent in respect of 

the quarry under Section 177E of the Planning and Development Acts 2000-2011, not later 

than 12 weeks after the date of this notice, or such further period as the Board may allow.  

 

A request for a review of the decision/determination of Donegal County Council was submitted to An 

Bord Pleanala by McCullagh Architecture and Surveying Ltd on behalf of Patton Bros. Quarry 

Limited. 
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1.1.4 An Bord Pleanala Direction (June 2013) 

An Bord Pleanala issued its decision on 13
th
 June 2013 and the direction of the Board stated that: -  

 

 
 

1.1.5 Application for Substitute Consent – Not Submitted to An Bord Pleanala (2013) 

Following from the decision of the Board on 13
th
 June 2013 Patton Bros. Quarry Limited were 

required to apply for Substitute Consent within a period of 12 weeks of that decision.  

 

As there were still 18 months remaining in the life of an existing grant of permission reg. ref. 

09/60062, the applicants did not apply for Substitute Consent and once the life of permission 

09/60062 expired in December 2014, no additional permission existed under which the quarry 

could operate. 

 

1.1.6 Planning Reg. Ref. 15/50834 (June 2015) 

Patton Bros. Quarry Limited only became aware of the consequences of the S261A decisions and 

determinations when in July 2015 a planning application was submitted to Donegal County 

Council on their behalf, for a development of the following description: - 

Planning Permission and Retention Planning Permission for the following: - 

(1) extension to and continuation of use of existing stone quarry which includes 

extraction of stone including blasting, excavating, crushing and screening of rock and all 
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ancillary and associated site works including all associated landscaping and restoration 

works and (2) provision of a designated area for storage of demolition waste materials, 

the waste storage will including (a) demolition brick, concrete and stone to be recycled at 

the plant; producing crushed aggregates to be used as fill materials; (b) demolition wood 

to be stored and sent for recycling and (c) steel and metals to be stored and sent to local 

scrap metal recycling plant and retention permission for (1) existing quarry to include 

weighbridge, wheel wash, lagoons, storage of machinery ancillary to existing quarry site 

office, canteen and associated structures including septic tank; (2) removal of top soil 

over area of proposed extension of quarry and all associated and ancillary site works. the 

planning application is accompanied by an E.I.A. and an N.I.S. 

 

A letter from Donegal County Council dated 20
th
 August 2008 notified the applicants that the 

application could not be considered and stated that: - 

I wish to advise you that the Planning Authority has determined that an Environmental 

Impact Assessment would have been required for the retention element of the application 

had an application for permission been made before it was commenced.   

 

In this regard Section 34(12) of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended) states 

that “A Planning Authority shall refuse to consider an application to retain unauthorised 

development of land where the authority decides that if an application for permission had 

been made in respect of the development concerned before it was commenced the application 

would have required that one or more than one of the following was carried out – (a) an 

environmental impact assessment,  (b) a determination as to whether an environmental 

impact assessment is required, or (c) an appropriate assessment.”  Section 34(12B) of the Act 

further states “where a planning authority refuses to consider an application for permission 

under subsection (12) it shall return the application to the applicant, together with any fee 

received from the applicant in respect of the application, and shall give reasons for its 

decision to the applicant.” 

 

Accordingly I am to advise you that your application cannot be considered by the Planning 

Authority and is returned herewith.  

 

1.1.7 Application for Leave to Apply for Substitute Consent (March 2016) 

Following the decision of Donegal County Council to invalidate application reg. ref. 15/50834 an 

application was submitted to An Bord Pleanala for leave to apply for Substitute Consent in 

accordance with Section 177C (Part XA) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) 

(where notice not served by Planning Authority).   
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On 23
rd

 February 2017, the Board granted leave to apply for substitute consent. The reasons and 

considerations set out by the Board for deciding to grant permission are as follows: - 

 

                REASONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

Having regard to Section 177D(1) of the Planning and Development Acts, 2000, as amended, and 

to the conclusions reached by the Board in its review of the determination made by the Planning 

Authority under Section 261A of that Act with respect to the quarry on the site (reference 

number 05. QV.0012), the Board is satisfied that an Environmental Impact Assessment was 

required for the development upon the site and that one was not carried out. 

 

The Board concluded that exceptional circumstances exist by reference to the following matters:  

• the regularisation of the development would not circumvent the purpose or objectives of 

the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive,  

• the relatively small scale of the development when compared to the threshold set at class 

2(b) of Part 2 of Schedule 5 of the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001,  

• the uncertainty regarding the applicant’s belief that the development was not unauthorised 

and that the applicant might reasonably have believed that the development was not 

unauthorised,  

• the ability to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment and provide for public 

participation has not been substantially impaired,  

• the limited nature of the actual or likely significant effects on the environment resulting 

from the development,  

• the extent to which significant effects on the environment, if any, can be remediated, • the 

location of the development and relevant development plan policies and objectives in 

respect of development of this type and at this location, and • the planning history of the site 

based, inter alia, on the information available from the planning authority including: 

•  the applicant’s history of general compliance with permissions elsewhere and 

resolution of matters at an early stage, 

•  the non-compliance with planning permissions which arose from exceeding the 

duration of permissions rather than any significant expansion beyond authorised site 

boundaries, and  

•  the applicant’s unsuccessful and incomplete engagement in the Section 261A 

substitute consent process, 

 

and considered that it would be appropriate to consider an application for the regularisation of the 

development by means of an application for substitute consent.  
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The Board noted that the proposed development is not directly connected with or necessary to the 

management of a European Site.  

 

In completing the screening for Appropriate Assessment, the Board accepted and adopted the 

screening assessment and conclusion carried out in the Inspector’s report in respect of the 

identification of the European sites which could potentially be affected, and the identification and 

assessment of the potential likely significant effects of the proposed development, either 

individually or in combination with other plans or projects, on these European sites in view of the 

site’s Conservation Objectives. Having regard to that assessment and the conclusions reached by 

the Board in its review of the determination made by the planning authority under Section 261A of 

that Act with respect to the quarry on the site (reference number 05. QV.0012), the Board is 

satisfied that the development, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects, 

would not have been likely to have had a significant effect on the River Finn Special Area of 

Conservation (Site Code: 002301), or any other European site, in view of the site’s Conservation 

Objectives. 

 

1.2 Additional Period for submitting Application 

In a decision dated 7th June 2017, An Bord Pleanala granted an extension of the period allowed for 

making the application by a further period of 10 weeks. The application is therefore required to be 

submitted on or before 15th August 2017. See Appendix 1.1. 

 

1.3 Remedial Environmental Impact Assessment 

As per Section 177F(1) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended):  

177F. - (1) A remedial Environmental Impact Statement shall contain the following: 

(a) a statement of the significant effects, if any, on the environment, which have 

occurred or which are occurring or which can reasonably be expected to occur 

because the development the subject of the application for substitute consent was 

carried out; 

  

(b) details of— 

 

(i) any appropriate remedial measures undertaken or proposed to be undertaken by 

the applicant for substitute consent to remedy any significant adverse effects on the 

environment; 

 

(ii) the period of time within which any proposed remedial measures shall be carried 

out by or on behalf of the applicant; 

 

(c) such information as may be prescribed under section 177N. 
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This rEIS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the following legislation: - 

 Planning and Development Acts, 2000 (as amended) (S.I. 30 of 2000 – as amended); 

 Planning and Development Regulations, 2001 (as amended) (S.I. 600 of 2001- as amended). 

 

The contributors to the EIS also had regard to the following publications: - 

 Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact Statements; (EPA) 

2002; 

 Advice Notes on Current Practice in the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements; 

(EPA) 2003. 

 Quarries and Ancillary Activities - Guidelines for Planning Authorities; (DoEHLG) 2004 

 Environmental Management Guidelines - Environmental Management in the Extractive 

Industry (Non-Scheduled Minerals):  (EPA) 2006 

 

1.4 Structure of rEIS 

The rEIS is structured as follows: -  

Introduction – Describes the legislative background to the making of the application, the structure and 

content of the rEIS, the extent of scoping and consultation that was carried out and provided details of 

all contributors to the rEIS. 

 

Description of Development and Policy Context – Describes the site location, the nature and extent of 

the quarry operations and provides an overview of relevant national, regional, and local planning 

policy. 

 

The impacts of the quarry on the environment have been examined in ten chapters under the following 

headings: - 

 

 Human Beings    

 Flora and Fauna  

 Soils and Geology     

 Existing Environmental Management (Water/ Air/Dust/ Noise)     

 Landscape and Visual Impact   

 Cultural Heritage 

 Material Assets  

 Interactions between the above factors 

 

This EIS follows the “Grouped Format” structure (as detailed in the Guidelines on the Information to 

be contained in Environmental Impact Statements EPA) with each of the above relevant sections 

considering the following: - 
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 Introduction outlining the purpose of the chapter;  

 Methodology used during the assessment; 

 Description of the existing environment; 

 Description of significant impacts generated by the existing quarry;  

 Mitigation measure’s already in place or proposed, to avoid, reduce and where possible 

remedy significant negative impacts that have been identified;  

 Reinstatement (where applicable) 

 

Schedule 7 to the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended) describes the criteria for 

determining whether a development would or would not be likely to have significant effects on the 

environment.  These criteria have been taken into account in the preparation of this remedial EIS. 

 

1.5 List of Contributors 

Details of the study team are given below: - 

Joe Bonner  

Town Planning Consultant 

127 Lower Baggot Street 

Dublin 2 

Introduction,  

Description of Proposed Development and Policy 

Context, Human Beings,  Landscape, Cultural 

Heritage,  

Co-ordination and editing EIS Chapters 

Non-Technical Summary 

Catherine Storey, 

Environmental Consultant  

Upper Kilraine 

Glenties 

Co Donegal  

 

BSC CEnv MIENvSc, MCIIEM. 

Flora and Fauna / Ecology  

Soils and Hydrology 

Air and Climate 

Noise and Vibration 

Interactions 

Co-ordination and editing EIS Chapters 

Non-Technical Summary 

Stephen Storey  

NVQ II Landscape and Habitat 

Management  

Landscape/Visibility  

 

BPH Laboratories 

New Road  

Thomondgate 

Limerick 

Ireland 

Materials Testing and environmental Monitoring 

results 

 

 

McCullagh  

Archtecute and Surveying, 

Glenfin Road, 

Ballybofey,  

Co. Donegal 

Site Surveys, Architectural Plans and Drawings 

 

These specialist contributors have prepared individual chapters in accordance with the methodology 

described in the EPA’s ‘Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact 

Statements’, and ‘advice notes on current practice (in the preparation of Environmental Impact 

Statements)’ as well as from past experience of preparing Environmental Impact Statements to 

accompany planning applications. 
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1.6 Baseline Information 

While no formal pre application consultation has been carried out to scope the key issues to be 

addressed in this rEIS, regard has been had to the reports of the planning authority and An Bord 

Pleanala in respect of the previous planning applications submitted in relation to the quarry, the S261 

Registration process and the S261A review of the quarry by Donegal County Council and the 

subsequent review by An Bord Pleanala of the decision. 

  

Issues identified by the Planning Authority and the Board include, landscape/visual impact, flora and 

fauna, recorded monuments,  noise and dust, water,  traffic and impact on nearby residential 

properties. These and other issues have been addressed as part of the rEIS and will be addressed in 

greater detail in the relevant chapters. 

 

The information provided in those application and ongoing monitoring results provide information 

that has informed the process of preparing this rEIS. 

 

The individual sections prepared for this application have been prepared specifically for this remedial 

EIS and have used a combination of desk top studies of historic data (e.g Archaeology) as well as 

field surveys and monitoring of specific environmental criteria such as for the Water, geology, Dust 

and Noise chapters to establish a baseline against which all environmental assessments have been 

carried out for the relevant substitute consent period. 

 

1.7 Alternatives Considered 

As the ‘substitute consent’ process has been specifically designed to rectify site specific planning 

issues pertaining to developments such as quarries, on foot of a decision of the European Court of 

Justice, it is not considered necessary to consider alternatives in the case of Patton Bros Quarry at 

Gortlettragh.   

 

1.8 Statement of Difficulties Encountered 

No significant difficulties were experienced in compiling the information necessary for the 

preparation of this remedial EIS.   
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2.1 Location  

The quarry has been a family operation for past 17 years and it is listed within the GSI Database of 

operational quarries. 

 

The quarry is located approximately 2.5 km  northeast from the town of Stranorlar and the main 

national road N15 and N13, linking the site logistically with the major traffic road routes through 

Donegal. 

 

2.2 Existing quarry 

The quarry employs 3 full time and 3 part time staff. The growing demand for aggregates for road 

building and construction makes the quarry a valued resource provider for a much-needed product 

that is locally produced. 

 

The Patton Bros Quarry is an established operational quarry which has supplied stone and aggregate 

for the construction and road building, especially throughout the mid and east Donegal area. The aim 

of this rEIA is to address the occurrence of possible impact that may have occurred due to the existing 

quarrying that has been carried out during the operational period of the site and restoration process at 

decommissioning. 

 

The existing Quarry management has included monitoring for significant impact from noise, dust and 

surface water discharge and: -  

 Air and in particular the emission and deposition of dust arising from quarry activities. 

 Dust monitoring method in use is “Bergerhoff method” 

 Noise and Vibration associated the quarry operation of plant and machinery at the quarry and 

traffic on the local road. 

 Settlement lagoons are operational and monitored on a six monthly basis. 

 Past environmental monitoring for, dust, noise, vibration and surface water monitoring has 

consistently remained within the EPA guideline perimeters and as set by Donegal County 

Council. 

 

The main parameters of significant impact at Patton Bros Quarry and the likely categories in which 

impacts are likely to arise from quarry operation are: - 

 Soils (and Geology) 

 Loss of flora 

 Surface water 

 Landscape 

 Health and safety at work 
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2.3 Predicted Impacts 

The EC directive on Environmental Impact Assessment (85/337/EEC amendment 97/11/EEC states 

an Environmental Impact Assessment  should consider effects on Human beings, flora, fauna, soil and 

geology, water air, climate, landscape, material assets and cultural heritage. 

 

The proposed quarry extension will require an updated Environmental Management Plan. The quarry 

already has an Environmental Management program to monitor dust emission, Noise, vibration, and 

trade Emission discharge to existing settlement ponds, Trade Discharge License number Lwat 63, 

provides regular quarterly reports to the Local authority. 

 

2.3.1 Human beings.  (Minor can be mitigated) 

The impact effects on people will relate to issue during the existence of the quarry, noise/dust levels 

during the period of operation and visual impact.  These factors will be mitigated where possible to 

reduce and eliminate potential impact. 

 

2.3.2 Flora  (Minor impact  due to loss of habitat) 

No protected plant or fauna species was found during site survey. The site is not located within an EU 

or National conservation designated area and not included in either nationally or international 

conservation area. Trade Emission waters after final treatment in the settlement pond final discharge 

point is River Finn, a EU SAC IE 0002301 Special Area of conservation and habitat of Annex I 

species Salmon and Otter, therefore an EU Natura Impact Assessment and Statement also 

accompanies this application. 

 

2.3.3 Fauna 

No significant impact will occur due site operation to local fauna. Avian species were identified 

during surveys of the site. There are is a good population of passerine birds inhabiting the woodland 

habitat close to the quarry. Flock of Jackdaws also utilise the unused rock cliff to the NW of the site. 

 

2.3.4 Geology Soil and Hydrology 

(Significant Impact) 

Geology: The dominant stone extracted from the quarry includes Quartzite and metamorphic 

limestone, site is located within the geological zones of KE Killeter Quartzites, DG Aghyaran and 

Killygordon Limestone, and LE Lough Eske Psammite. 

Soil: mainly sandy podzols 

 

2.3.5 Hydrology  

No known ground water Aquifers in the area see ground water info in appendices 5.2. Small surface 

water stream at site boundary flows southward to the River Finn. The rEIA assessment has evaluated 

local geology of the site, site slope and stability and the site’s hydrogeology. 
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2.3.6 Air (minor impact) 

Air quality will only be affected within the immediate area of quarry operation. Noise level sampling 

is at present ongoing. Three Bergerhoff dust monitors located at the site perimeter, to assess dust 

levels. 

 

The monitors will continued to be collected and analysed on a monthly basis and a half yearly report 

submitted to Donegal County Council Laboratory, with an Annual Report at the end of the year. 

 

2.3.7 Climate (Negative impact) 

There will be no adverse impact on local climate. But adverse weather conditions should be 

considered with relation to health and Safety at work on days of very high wind heavy rain or snow. 

The prevalent wind direction for the locality is from SW and secondly from the NW and NE direction. 

 

2.3.8 Landscape 

The quarry will not impact on the local environment, due to its location within the landscape, the site 

is fully screened by the existing conifer planting  at  the  site  entrance  and  at  no  time  during  

quarry  operations,  the  site  will  not  be  visible  from  the  N13  or  N15  roads. At decommissioning 

the site will be landscaped and restored. 

 

2.3.9 Material assets (no impact) 

The quarry is located within 0.5Km of a small house to the east of the existing quarry. 

 

The local area is hill pasture with shrub and tree field boundaries. The main land use in Gortletteragh 

is cattle/sheep grazing pasture. The Ballybofey and Stranolar golf Course is located to the SW of the 

Quarry and the Nature Reserve of Lough Alaan is also located to the SW. The forestry plantation to 

NE site boundary is used as a local walk trail. 

 

2.3.10 Cultural Heritage (no foreseen impact) 

The partial remains of ring fort (Cashel) and Souterrain were recorded within the forestry plantation. 
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 Factors that may influence Significant Impact 

 High ***  Medium ** minor* 

Element Impact Degree of 

significance 

Measure to avoid/reduce/remedy 

During 

operational  

phase 

General site 

noise/vibration and 

dust 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health and safety 

hazards during 

construction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposed 

quarry extension 

will retain same 

level of extraction 

and haulage traffic 

as in the present 

quarry. 

 

 

 

Risk of oil spillage 

from quarry 

machinery 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

Existing quarry is located within 

an established buffer zone of 

conifer Plantation, this will limit 

adverse impact intruding into the 

surrounding area beyond the 

quarry operational area. 

Bowsing: Damping down of dust 

during period of dry weather. 

 

Work in progress warning notice 

Follow health safety and welfare 

at work construction regulations 

2005 includes wearing of hard 

hats, dust protection mask when 

working in confined area. 

Visitors to the site must first call 

into site office and not entering 

the quarry operational area. 

 

 

There are two Wheel washing facility 

for vehicles leaving site 

Settlement Ponds to reduce siltation 

of local drainage before entering the 

small stream. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pollution control measures 

implemented on site use of oil traps 

during site machinery service. 

 

Immediate clean up of spilled 

material using barley straw, barley 

straw is retained within the site. 

Promote careful handling of waste 

material and environmental sensitive 

disposal. 
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 Factors that may influence Significant Impact 

 High ***  Medium ** minor* 

Element Impact Degree of 

significance 

Measure to avoid/reduce/remedy 

Human 

Beings 

Traffic * 

 

 

Geology and 

soil 

Extraction *** Aggregates are the main resource 

to be extracted from the site, no 

mitigation measure for loss of 

surface geology. Site will benefit 

from landscaping present 

environment is ecologically 

degraded. 

Ecology 

Flora and 

fauna 

Site preparation 

loss of vegetation 

 

 

Emissions/ 

particulates and 

noise 

 

Accidental oil 

spillage Habitat 

loss 

* 

 
 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 
 
 
* 

Site is existing quarry, 
Due to height of quarry face, 

vegetation loss is reduced 

 

The quarry layout naturally 

reduces and limits effect, impact 

effect of noise and emissions, 

otherwise unavoidable 

 

Local prevalent wind ensures 

particulates such as quarry dust will 

not be a nuisance to local residences 

 

Existing Environmental management 

in place for dust, trade emission, 

vibration, records kept and sent to the 

local authority 

 

Immediate cleanup procedure, use of 

oil traps 

 

Restoration program to be 

implemented 

Air 

pollution 

Atmospheric 

emissions dust 

arising from 

extraction 

processes 

 

 

Noise and 

vibration Impact 

during quarrying 

process, 

including site 

internal and 

external traffic 

noise during 

* 

 

 

 

 

* 

Dust monitoring will be carried out 

on a monthly basis with 6 monthly 

reports to Donegal County Council. 

 

 

 

 

Noise levels from quarry operations 

will be confined to the immediate 

working area and retain below 

permissible working levels 

No dwellings located down wind of 

prevalent wind direction SW/NW 

 

To be addressed in the EIA 
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operations 

 Factors that may influence Significant Impact 

 High ***  Medium ** minor* 

Element Impact Degree of 

significance 

Measure to avoid/reduce/remedy 

Element Impact Degree of 
significance 

Measures to 

avoid/reduce/.

remedy 

Landscape 

 

 

 
 

Material 

Assets 

Health and 

Safety 

 

Waste 

Management 

Will not be visible 

from N13 or N14 

road networks 

 

Health and safety 

Plan and HS 

Statement in place. 

 

 

 

Site waste office and 

canteen. 

 

 

 

 

Quarry Waste 

0 

 

 

 
* 

 

 

 

 

* 

The quarry and site operations will not 

be visible from the local National 

(N) road or tourist area 

 

Retain Health and safety Plan and HS 

Statement 

 

 
 

 

Office and canteen waste is collected 

by local refuse collector. 

All quarrying associated waste rubble 

is retained and reused within quarry.  

 

Siltation fines from the settlement 

lagoons can be reused as a 

horticultural soil improver. 

Siltation  

be reused as a  

Cultural 

Heritage 

Site has no 

recorded 

archaeological 

artefacts 

0 Discovery of archaeological artefacts 

during earth movement should be 

reported immediately to the curator at 

Donegal County museum Letterkenny, 

or to NPWS at Glenveigh National 

Park, Chruchill Co. 

 

Donegal, and site visit recommended 

by competent archaeologist 

 

2.3.11 Decommissioning 

At the end of the proposed quarry lifecycle all site works will cease. The site will be decommissioned 

and all machinery and site ancillary equipment will be removed from the site to be either sold on or 

sold as scrape to a registered scrap metal merchant. The decommissioning phase will also signal the 

commencement of the  landscape restoration process, to restore the worked out quarry to a landscape 

similar in character to the surrounding environment. 

 

A re-instatement landscape environmental Management Plan will be required prior to period of 

decommissioning.  As the application is for a 20 year period is it too early to draw up a landscape 

environmental and decommissioning plan for this site. 
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